CYBER & PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

CYBERCHOICE FIRST RESPONSE POLICYSM

Get an all-in-one cyber
solution that puts you
and your clients at ease.

Today’s world of cyber threats can be confusing and intimidating to even
the most sophisticated clients and insurance professionals.
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Evolving cyber threats make it difficult to understand cyber exposures, or
to recognize risks resulting from inadequate cyber coverage. Even the most
experienced agents and brokers may feel overwhelmed.
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NOTIFICATION COSTS
FOLLOWING A BREACH
ARE HIGHEST IN THE U.S.1
U.S. businesses paid an average of
$690K following a data breach to
directly notify victims and $146 per
capita in indirect notification costs
after a breach.

Fortunately, you no longer have to navigate this complex world of cyber liability
alone. CyberChoice First Response PolicySM is The Hartford’s all-in-one solution
designed to protect businesses before, during and after a cyber attack.

Be a cyber hero.
With The Hartford at your side, you're positioned to be the hero to your clients
long before cyber threats become realities by providing reliable information,
preventative tactics and proven insurance solutions.
CyberChoice First Response includes cyber security services to help protect
against cyber threats, as well as incident response services available 24/7 should
an attack occur.
The Hartford's commitment doesn't end when a claim is over. CyberChoice First
Response also includes post-incident remediation expense coverage, which can
be used to improve cyber security after a cyber incident. This is just one of the
many ways that The Hartford is committed to helping our insureds prevail.
When your customers prevail, so do you – as their preferred source for timely
proposals, reliable delivery of services and cutting edge solutions for a complex world.

COVERAGE AND RESOURCES FROM A TRUSTED CARRIER
In addition to superior coverage backed by a team experienced in cyber risks,
CyberChoice First Response also includes:
• Access to The Hartford Cyber Center, a cyber risk management portal with
tools, training and cyber best practices
• Information about and assistance with complex regulatory notification
requirements
• A 24/7 cyber incident hotline staffed in the U.S., ready to assist no matter
when a cyber attack occurs
• Access to The Hartford’s panel of service providers who can help put
preventative cyber security measures in place

Together We Prevail™
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COVERAGES AVAILABLE: Get an all-in-one cyber solution – with some unique advantages.
DATA PRIVACY & NETWORK SECURITY
LIABILITY
Helps cover third-party claims arising from
the actual or alleged network security or
data privacy wrongful acts of the insured or
third-party service providers. Coverage pays
for damages and defense expenses, as well
as payment card industry-related losses.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION COVERAGE

THE HARTFORD CYBER CENTER

Coverage pays for income loss caused by a
network outage due to a network intrusion,
and helps cover the sum of actual income
loss plus overhead, salary and wages.
Coverage doesn't cease until the business
income is restored.3

Policyholders will also have access to
The Hartford Cyber Center, which gives
users access to tools and information about
raising the bar on security.

PRIVACY REGULATORY MATTERS

DEPENDENT BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
COVERAGE

NEW. Available only with The Hartford:
Pre-claim coverage for responding to
regulatory inquiries or informal information
requests that don't need to be tied to
specific data privacy incidents.2

Provides the same coverage as Business
Interruption, but for the loss and extra
expenses caused by a network outage
of a third-party service provider due to
a network intrusion.

MEDIA LIABILITY

PRE-CLAIM ASSISTANCE

Helps cover third-party claims arising from
digital media wrongful acts.

Helps provide pre-claim assistance to
investigate a circumstance and mitigate
or reduce the likelihood of a claim.

INCIDENCE RESPONSE
• Notification and Identity Protection
Expenses
• Crisis Management Expenses
• With the Cyber Breach Coach Endorsement,
breach coach services are offered with no
retention to qualifying insureds.
• Computer Forensics
• NEW Internal Expenses Coverage.
We recognize that the best resource after
a cyber incident is sometimes the insured,
which is why we now allow recognition
and reimbursement of an insured’s internal
expense incurred in responding to a data
privacy incident or network intrusion.
CYBER EXTORTION/RANSOMWARE
COVERAGE
Provides coverage for extortion payments
resulting from a cyber-extortion threat,
including ransomware. Coverage for
payments includes cryptocurrencies, as well
as the cost of effectuating and negotiating
an extortion payment.
NETWORK ASSET RESTORATION
EXPENSES

POST-INCIDENT REMEDIATION
 rovides a fund for post-incident remediation
P
expenses that insureds may incur and
allocate as they choose to improve their
cyber security. The Hartford is committed
to helping our insureds prevail, and that
commitment doesn't end when the incident
ends.

THIRD-PARTY VENDORS
The Hartford has relationships with numerous
leading vendors that provide security-privacy
services. These vendors include:
• BitSight
• Consilio
• ePlace
Solutions
• Fidelis

• McDonald
Hopkins

• Trustwave

•M
 icrosoft 365
Secure Score

• Wombat
Securities

• NetDiligence

24/7 CYBER INCIDENT HOTLINE
A 24/7 cyber incident hotline staffed
in the U.S. to assist no matter when a
cyber attack occurs. Policyholders can
call 1-800-370-0605.
EXCLUDED CLASSES
• Social networking sites
• Payment processors
• Data aggregators
• Online gambling and/or gambling

ALSO AVAILABLE VIA ENDORSEMENT4

• For-profit education

• System Failure Coverage for network
outages caused by administrative error,
or on an all perils basis.

• Debt collectors

• Dependent System Failure Coverage for
a third-party service provider’s network
outage caused by administrative error,
or on an all perils basis.
• CyberChoice Crime Coverage provides
optional coverage for computer fraud,
funds transfer fraud and social engineering
fraud.

GUIDANCE, RESOURCES AND COVERAGE THAT COME FROM STRENGTH

NEW. The Hartford goes further than
industry standards, providing coverage
not only to restore or recover, but also to
remediate and replace network assets when
they're not recoverable.
• T
 he Hartford recognizes and reimburses
the insured’s internal expenses incurred in
restoring assets, providing flexibility and
responsiveness that has real impact.

With The Hartford, agents, brokers and clients can feel secure with a carrier with
consistently high ratings and a 200+-year history of delivering on its promises.
The Hartford continues to make significant investments in technology, people and
services in connection with cyber protection so that you can have that same level
of confidence now and in the future.

RAMP UP PROTECTION AGAINST CYBER LOSSES.
Visit thehartford.com/cyberchoice today.
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Ponemon Institute 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study
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Unique to The Hartford as of March 2018
Subject to restoration period
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Subject to additional underwriting
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The Hartford has arranged for data risk management services for our
policyholders at a discount from some third-party service providers.
Such service providers are independent contractors and not agents of
The Hartford. The Hartford does not warrant the performance of thirdparty service providers even if paid for as part of the policy coverage,
and disclaims all liability with respect to use of or reliance on such
third-party service providers.
This document outlines in general terms the coverages that may be
afforded under a policy from The Hartford. All policies must be examined
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carefully to determine suitability for your needs and to identify any
exclusions, limitations or any other terms and conditions that may
specifically affect coverage. In the event of a conflict, the terms and
conditions of the policy prevail. All coverages described in this document
may be offered by one or more of the property and casualty insurance
company subsidiaries of The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
Coverage may not be available in all states or to all businesses.
All information and representations herein are as of June 2018.
In Texas, this insurance is underwritten by Twin City Fire
Insurance Company.
The Hartford® is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.
and its subsidiaries, including Hartford Fire Insurance Company.
Its headquarters is in Hartford, CT.
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